
P2 Workspace Solutions



ECONOLINE

Boxy table

Fusion chair
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ECONOLINE

Tubular leg table

Sabrina chair
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ECONOLINE

Tubular T-leg table

Paris chair
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ECONOLINE

Tubular pedestal table

Orbit chair
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ECONOLINE

Workstation

Milo - swivel and arm
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SOLO

Solo table

Paris - arm chair
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SOLO

Solo shape

Tibro - swivel chair
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SOLO

Solo workstation

Paris chair
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TEAM

Team conference

Boa chair
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TEAM

Team computer station T-base

Milo chair
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TEAM

Team computer station Leg base

Tibro - arm chair
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TEAM

Team desk

Milo - swivel and arm
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TEAM

Mobile storage

Wevo - lounge and ottoman
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FLUID

Fluid table

Kika chair
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FLUID

Fluid computer station

Fusion chair
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POND COLLABORATIVE

Pond table

Paris - swivel chair
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LEAF COLLABORATIVE

Leaf  table

Tibro - swivel chair
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WAVE COLLABORATIVE

               Wave carrel

Tibro chair
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LAGOON COLLABORATIVE

Pond table

Kika - swivel chair
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    P2 is focused on the ever-changing 
institutional environment. With exceptional and institutional environment. With exceptional and 

unlimited flexibility in furniture product selection, unlimited flexibility in furniture product selection, 
P2 is able to support educators in their mission P2 is able to support educators in their mission 
to shape growing minds. Our products consist of  to shape growing minds. Our products consist of  

modular tables, workstations, collaborative modular tables, workstations, collaborative 
furniture and a wide range of  configurative furniture and a wide range of  configurative 

tables.

Leadership in revolutionary workspace design 
and innovation is our vision and philosophy. P2’s 
fundamental principle is to provide furniture that 

will integrate spaces effectively and create an 
environment of  quality.

P2 workspace solutions is committed to the 
conservation of  the world’s resources and 

sustainability. This commitment is shown in the 
environmentally responsible manner within our 
manufacturing process. Our effort is to provide 

quality-designed furniture with renewable 
materials.

Versatile Lagoon configurations
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